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Thus the generous and wakeful spirit of Christian
benevolence, seeking and finding every where oc-
casions for its exercise, is exploded, and a system
of decent selfishness is avowedly established in its
stead; a system scarcely more to be abjured for its
impiety, than to be abhorred for its cold insensibility
The idle ^° ^e opportunities of diffusing happiness.
cmd dM" " Have we no families, or are they pro-
pated. vided for! Are we wealthy, and bred to
no profession ? Are we young and lively, and in the
gaiety and vigour of youth ? Surely we may be
allowed to take our pleasure. We neglect no duty,
we live in no vice, we do nobody any harm, and
have a right to amuse ourselves. We have nothing
better to do; we wish we had; our time hangs
heavy on our hands for want of it.*"
I pity the man who can travel from Dan to Beer-
sheba, and cry, " It is all barren." No man has a
right to be idle—Not to speak of that great work
which we all have to accomplish, (and surely the
whole attention of a short and precarious life is not
more than an eternal interest may well require;)
where is it that in such a world as this, health and
leisure and affluence may not find some ignorance
to instruct, some wrong to redress, some want to
supply, some misery to alleviate ? Shall ambition and
avarice never sleep I Shall they never want objects
on which to fasten! Shall they be so observant to
discover, so acute to discern, so eager, so patient to
pursue, and shall the benevolence of Christians want
employment \
Yet thus life rolls away with too many of us in
a course of "shapeless idleness." Its recreations
constitute its chief business. Watering places—
the sports of the field—cards ! never-failing cards !
—the assembly—the theatre—all contribute their
aid—amusements are multiplied, and combined, and

